RAY SAMPLES MUSEUM

1. INTRODUCTION
Raysamples Museum or RSM for short is a virtual space created to make your own virtual tours in an
elegant but uncompromised space in the easiest way possible. Counting with four halls where you can put
your own works or those of your clients you can setup a whole inmersive experience where pictures
photographs or posters find it’s place for a complete enjoyment of the viewer.
Each hall is visited through a series of high resolution panoramic views that creates an inmersive experience
available in your web browser.
Each hall serves as a separate space or can be combined with the rest to use as a whole.
BEFORE YOU START
Remember that this product relies in Photoshop tools and specifically in the “Warp” tool. In order to use it
you must use Photoshop V21 or above for the warp tool to work correctly.
The images depicted in this manual are mainly from “Hall_02” because it was released in first place, but
everything explained here can be applied to the rest of the museum spaces.

2. UNDERSTANDING THE FILES
FOLDER NAMES
The folder names uses a coherent nomenclature to ease understanding of all of the files used to setup the
virtual tour. For example:
Pano01-RSM_Hall02 found in folder “RSM_Hall02_Panos” works as follow.
“Pano01” refers to the first Photoshop file containing the equirectangular image and several layers with the
linked files and some other details.
“RSM” stands for Raysamples Museum.
“Hall02” is the space of the museum you are working on.
So, the linked files for this space have names like “Link01-RSM_Hall02”
HALLS
All four halls work in the same way. A series of Photoshop files complete the path around each space,
although the number of panoramic views can vary due to the specific shape of the space.
FOLDER STRUCTURE
Once downloaded the files you are presented with several folders containing the different files which give
you the needed elements to setup your virtual tour in 3D Vista or the software of your liking.
The folder structure must be left as is in order to not break the linkage between the different elements.

RSM_Base_Images: Contains the 3D rendered panoramas in high resolution (12000x6000 pixels) that serve
as the base for the virtual tour with clean walls, there is nothing to do with them as they are linked with the
main Photoshop files. Keep the folder as is.

RSM_Hotspots: The same panoramic images at the same resolution but rendered in basic mode only to
have reference of the camera positions where the equirectangular images where taken to place correctly
the hotspots for navigation. Also in this folder is included the Minimap of the space with the camera
positions marked.

RSM_Linked_Pics: This is where your artwork comes into place. There are a number of Photoshop files
corresponding with the links on the main files. You can edit them directly but for a better reference you can
do it inside the main pano files.
As you can see there are several groups (folders) corresponding with different halls. If you purchase only
one hall or think of using them as separate exhibitions for different clients, you can open them and just
hide the layer inside to leave it blank.
In case you expect to use several halls as a continuous space, and due to the glass doors, you can see the
artwork in the other halls for a seamless experience between spaces, or you can use it for decorative
purposes.

RSM_Panos: Here is where you find the main Photoshop files you need to open and where you can place
your artwork.

3. PLACING ARTWORK
Once you open a file from “RSM_Panos” folder inside Photoshop, you are presented with several layers and
groups with linked external images (present in the other folders).
These files have been reduced in size (resolution in pixels) to reduce download times by also reducing the
size of the files on disk, however the actual resolution is not affected as linked images are not affected by
this change of resolution.
The first thing you must do is resize the image to 12000x6000 to reveal the full potential of the panorama.
The quality change should be seen as in the image below.

Next check that all the linked files are recognized.
Normally you have one or more groups
containing the word “Link” in the name and the
hall that they belong “Hall_01”, “Hall_02”, etc.
Just click in the arrow to uncollapse and you will
see all of the linked files for that space.
The picture in the right shows how it must look
when things are correct.

If you see a red or yellow mark over the layer
icon the link is broken and you must relink the
files by yourself.
This is normally due to a change on folder names
or moving the folders to another place, so be
careful and don’t change the folder structure and
keep it as it is downloaded.
To relink a file, just right click in the layer name
and select “Relink to file” in the pop-up menú.
If everything goes ok, the warning mark dissapear
and you can just double click in the layer icon (not
the layer name) to open the linked file.

The linked file has a base layer with a grid where you can see
the dimensions that it fills in the wall. Copy and paste or drag
and drop your picture here.
The grid layer has also a style with a subttle shadow to créate
a more realistic behavior, you can copy that to your artwork
layer.
Save and don’t forget to hide the grid layer before doing it.
Once you return to the main panoramic view, you will see
the changes reflected there. In some cases the linked file is
not updated inmediatly (indicated by a small yellow warning
icon) just right click in the layer’s name and select “Update
all modified content”, now you must see your picture in the
wall.

Once placed, the work integrates with the light of the scene thanks to the mix of the layer selected in
Photoshop (in this case “Darken”), which contributes to giving it greater realism.

In this image we can see the “Hall_01” which is the main room of the museum and the “UpperHall” through
the glass on the upper floor.
The "skyline" image has been made by dividing an image into four parts that are joined seamlessly.

4. UNLEASH YOUR CREATIVITY
Remember that the entire wall can be seen as one only piece even when it is actually divided in several
parts. Thi is due to the limitationss of Photoshop’s warp tool.

So you can unleash your creativity and place your artwork more or les freely like in the pictures below
where a photograph was divided in two pieces, but shows just as one.

And because we're dealing with Photoshop files, we can add layers below the artwork, for example to color
the walls or give them a custom design.

This is a control image created within Photoshop with 19 fragments of a single image which allowed us to
verify that the seams were perfectly aligned.
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